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I
everything Dick Lugar has said. We have seen this
eye-to-eye from the very beginning, and I think that is the
reason this program has had the kind of support it has
oyed on
Capitol Hill.
The subject today is of immense importance and there are
very few jokes that go with it, but there is a true story that I
guess I can tell to this audience about a Republican senator.
I
will not name him, but he was elected a few years ago. He had a
press conference the morning after his election, and the news
media asked him what his top priority was. He was a little
flustered. He said, "I have thought about it a lot during this
campaign and decided my top priority is to prevent my beloved
state from becoming a nuclear. suppository."
We do not want this wonderful world to become a nuclear
suppository
ther, and that
what we are all about here today.
I have been asked to
you a
summary of
history of
I can do so
a little
about
why I came to the conclusion
1
this was

who were
I went
was a big
I came back, I
at about four o'clock in
then-Secretary
Defense,

were on

when I got
I went directly to see
a

1

had a number of hearings
1982 and
3, but we had
them
during the 70s,
I slowly but surely was coming to
the conclusion that perhaps
greatest danger that confronted
us was not an
-out first strike by
Soviet Union 1 but
some kind of accidental nuclear launch or some Third World
country launching a missi
or a submarine missile that would
start a war between the two super powers.
I asked Dick Ellis, who was then General Dick Ellis with
what was
the Strategic Air Command, to give me a summary of
the United
ability to
the origin of a nuclear
strike. I do not mean by that an all-out
That would
been obvious. But one or two weapons -- even some being
delivered by submarines. I asked
whether we would know where
a strike came from and what the origin was. He gave me a
He said
did not have a real
and look at
the
of nuclear
and

Out of that I came to
was not a zero-sum
treating it as

this
we had
ter stop

The next event that had a real impact on my thinking was in
then Soviet Union.
I was there about four or five days after
Gorbachev returned from the August 1991 coup attempt.
I had a
meeting with him, and during that meeting I kept
control
ty or
-imprisonment. He kept giving me somewhat
and not very
thorough answers.
It was obvious to me he was very uncomfortable
about the whole subject.
About that time I concluded that we had to start doing
something. It was apparent that the Soviet Union was coming
apart and that we had better start working with them to be able
to help them control their own weapons. We had a vital national
security interest in doing that.
To make a long story short, about the time I was concluding
that, Les Aspin was concluding that we needed to help them at
that stage with some emergency food shipments. We had passed the
House bill on Armed Services. We had passed the Senate bill, and
we were in conference. Les proposed that we do something on
emergency food shipments.
I proposed that we do something on the
overall question of helping them control their own nuclear,
chemical, and biological weapons.
We came up with a conference report that included a
provision and money for both purposes.
It was not well received
there was tremendous opposition. There was legitimate
ion, because
had been in neither bill -- not a good
I
t it was an emergency and it was just ied.
was substant
opposition because people
Soviet Union. We had all sorts of
it
1

A proposal, which
an
opposition on both the House and Senate
,
one
widely accepted.
It
known
Nunn-Lugar proposal.
passed it about six or eight
it
been
overwhelmingly not
on, but
ected in terms of voices on
the floor on the House and Senate. It became known as the NunnLugar program, and
was
beginning of what we are here to
today.
There has
a lot
talk in
media about
ion has occurred, but
has been very
even when the money was not being spent. It created a psychology
the
and others on
own problems. It
calls them to be much more attentive, as Dick Lugar has already
said, to their own problems -- to make them a priority because
they knew that we thought it was important and they knew there
was some money, at least in pipeline.
Why was it slow? First of all, this was not an Executive
Branch init
ive. Whether a Republican administration or a
Democratic administration, things that do not originate in the
Executive Branch are not always treated as high priorities. We
have noticed that over
years. The Bush Administration was
rather cool to the idea at first. They were not opposed to it;
they were simply cool to it.
The second reason, was because of the stage of the
proceedings and because we were trying to get the money any way
we could, we had to authorize transfer of money from other DOD
programs into this program. We did not give them what we would
call !tfresh money."
was
authority, and that meant
had to cut something
had to find the
somewhere
in order to
it, and that is always a
problem
terms

weapons that have tremendous implications, weapons that
into the hands of terrorists, and missile technology.
It is
first time we have had thousands
s in that part
world not knowing where their next paycheck was coming
also knowing that their services would be in great demand in a
number of rogue nations in
world
with a
of
groupe.
of
contests
after World War II
was which
was going to get access to the German scient
s.
We got more
them than did the
Union. We are in a
comparable period right now, but we have not focused on it as
much as we should.
go into more details about
what has been done.
If we could develop a weapon that would basically cause
three nuclear states to give up their nuclear weapons, how much
would we pay for it? The Nunn-Lugar program has done that.
Belarus, Kazakhstan, and Ukraine have given up -- or are in the
process of giving up -- their weapons.
If we could develop a weapon that would get rid of 2,500
strategic nuclear warheads which have been removed from the
launches, how much would we pay for it? If we could have a
weapon that would get rid of four regiments of SS-19s that were
aimed at the United States, how much would we pay for it? If we
could develop a weapon that would get rid of 600 launches
physically, how much would we pay for it? If we could develop a
program that would employ in a gainful way some 5,000 former
Soviet weapons specialists, what would it be worth? A great
deal, I think many, many times more than we have spent of the
Nunn-Lugar
Thank you.
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taken actions
resources? If
on pushing this
we have had
a program we have not
important and
is setting up a
to provide employment in
and technicians who were
nuclear program.
The objective of
program
to keep these scientists
from wandering out of Russia into Libya, Iraq, and Iran by giving
them alternative mean of employment. We know
a fact that
there
recruiting going on in Russia to try to hire
these
This program was set up
that purpose and,
it has substantial support from two of our allies. More of the
half
the total support
it comes from allies.
add to that, I think we need to push
mainly on
who are
I think

slow in
Can and
is an ambiguity
program resources
correct~ Senator Nunn?
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willingness to see Nunnist-to scient
?

SN: We had to draw that
a narrow way so that it
be
primarily at weapons
mass destruction.
further
away
from that, the more you j
ze the program.
not
a
start,
either need to broaden some
its own applications, or we
to create other funds that would go beyond the weapons of mass
destruction and scientists involved in that. That
what I was
just alluding to. We need a major program, because
are
1
sorts of conventional weapons that can be used almost like
weapons of mass destruction,
there are all sorts of
scient
over there that know how to make conventional weapons
or soon could. They have tremendous
fie talent in those
former Soviet Union countries.
Richard G. Lugar (RGL): Saying that it was narrowly drawn
certainly describes the situation politically. A good number of
senators on both sides of the
sle were hostile. We drew up a
program that targeted weapons of mass destruction, and it was a
chaotic situation. We could not sell it.
From that point onward, we all learned much more about the
conversion situation and about the science situation. We visited
with a lot of these people. This was sort of hands-on, on-theground type of operation 1 not legislation from afar. We have
been working with our colleagues ever since to try to think
through and understand what all is involved in this. That
why
we come to you today with an
to
us.
has to be
a much broader American understanding
our security interest.
It
sc
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see
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JMD: In these days
,
willing to provide the funds
s in
needed to make
Nunn-Lugar successful? What steps can be
taken to improve the
presentation to Congress in this
regard?

To me,
aide
whole
has
at
Tokyo subway
good
of what I am
be the
weapons in
I think the
s
a great deal of
attent
, not just in
program but worldwide to
we are going to try to deal with this situation. Biological is
much more difficult, because the Russians basically do not
some of the
have happened in
area. We are not
some
really know about that, but Bill
take it from
there.
WJP:
situation
as Senator Nunn describes
In the
four to five months we have made some real progress in the
chemical area, particularly
assisting the destruction and
demilitarization of chemical weapons. I see that as a
major breakthrough in the chemical area.
There is very great potential for conversion in the
biological area. We have not
progress there, because we
have not been able to get a full and open discussion of what the
biological program is (or was) or how it could be dismembered.
I
am by no means pessimistic on that. I have continued to work
that program, and I continue to believe we will have success
there. In sum, most of the progress has been in nuclear. Just
in the
few months we have started a major program in
chemical demilitarization. The biological program is important,
but there is no progress to date. We must still continue to try.
JMD: Slowness in initial implementation of
resulted in a negative psychological
Union,
What

amount
20 percent
mill
a

so

resources to
Nunn-

cannot convert
resources to do
conversion should
funds.

other

The real test
started, the
attracting
me on
trip, ten
of
or
States
who either have investments
or in
or are contemplating making major
focused on
conversion. I am also taking Ruth
Harkins with me, who
president
OPIC,
Overseas Private
Investment Corporation. She has set a fund of $500 million
speci
for investments in defense convers
in those
countries.
This provides the amplifying funds necessary to follow up on
what I would call f
-round seed
investments being made
with Nunn-Lugar. From a venture capitalist point
view, the
venture capitalist makes the seed capital investments, but then
some large source of funds is needed to come in for the second
third rounds
investments. That is what we see coming from
industry and OPIC.
purpose of
the CEOs and
on this
them see
doing
so

SN:

If I
to convert their own
going to be -' or four years
now.

very
I think we are
more we can
them
industry, the
may emerge two,

Looking at the reality on Capitol Hill, to enlarge the
of the Nunn-Lugar
or to move much further
on
we
gone would
jeopardize
I do not want to jeopardize
whole program. I think we have got to keep the core program
focused and narrowed toward weapons of mass destruction. I think
we
to make sure that
is not a
perpetual program -- that we are going to have
expire around
the turn of the century. If we do not,
whole program could
be shot down in the atmosphere we are in at the moment.
Yes, we ought to have a much broader focus. We have a
tremendous stake in the kind of world that our children and
grandchildren are going to
The years to come are going to
be determined by what Russia ends up being, in terms of a
democracy and a market economy -- if they make it. History tells
us that it is going to be difficult. Some people take the
fatalist
view that historical reading indicates that it is
hopeless.
I do not view that. That is self-fulfilling prophecy,
and history will judge us harshly if we do not do what we can on
the margins -- and I admit it is on the margins -- to give them
assistance where assistance can help.
The main thing, though, is private development. What
11
Perry is doing
terms of taking CEOs
there is the key.
amount
Government funding
to do only
is going to be the
thing in terms
overall
a whole set
of
That

I know resources are a
to
It would

also needs a
support.
Most
editor now or most
People who are
a program that seems
usually do not speak up. If that
pattern, we will have a very difficult time
program. I
you all for
continued
and constructive help.

